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Kansas High School Event Center
Yeng Lee
Junior Staff Writer

October 2017

Homecoming
Parade

The Kansas Event Center has been a long project for the town of Kansas, teachers, coaches,
and students of Kansas Public Schools. The
Kansas Event Center will be used as safe
rooms for the community, hosting basketball
games, senior graduation, and any other school
related activities.
Mr. Burgess said, “The
event center could be used for funerals and
regional meetings.” The new event center will
not only create more space but it will help
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with time issues when there is four games to be
played in one night. Also, Mr. Burgess said, “We may add wrestling to the sports
program in the years to come.” There will be two new class rooms inside for the
coaches, which will open up more rooms in the high school/middle school. This
new event center will not only have a great impact in are education but in sports and
the community. According to Mr. Burgess, “Around the last of October to
the first of November should be the approximant time that the event center will be
finished.” The Kansas Event Center was supposed to be finished back in March 22,
2017, but because of schedule issues, it has been pushed back. Not only will we get
a new event center but we will also have a new parking lot to go with it. When
Leann Barnwell was superintendent, she worked with Cherokee Nation council to
get funded for a new parking lot, they have allotted $96,000 to use for a new paved
parking area, which will involve moving top soil, rock, and leveling areas around
the weight room. Mr. Burgess said, “The parking lot may cost more than $96,000
but the school would have to find more funds to go with it.” We are all looking forward to the opening of the event center, we have been waiting patiently for a long
time to begin all of our activities and events in the new event center. Opening of the
event center may increase the number of students who go to school here. It will increases the safety of others when there is a tornado or power outages in the town.
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Basic Training: The
Experience of Matthew
Malone
Joy Malone
Junior Staff Writer

E-2 Matthew Malone is an 18 year old National Guard member. The National Guard
is a unique element of the U.S.
military
that
serves both community and country. The National
Guard was established on December 13, 1636. Matthew decided to
join the National
Guard
because
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“it’s a good career
path to get through school.” On May 23,
2017 Matthew set off to Fort Lenard
Wood Missouri for his basic training and
was gone for ten weeks. “It was horrible”,
he said. Throughout training Matthew had
to train hard to complete very tenacious
tasks. Although there were a select few
activities that Matthew enjoyed, such as,
throwing live hand grenades, shooting a
S.A.W., Warrior Tower, and the gas chamber. Matthew said that after the gas chamber people thought he was insane to have
enjoyed the tear gas-filled room. When it
was all said and done, he finally graduated
from Basic Training saying, “It was amazing, just to get out of there and see my
family.” In the coming summer Matthew
will go to Fort Lee, Virginia for his Advanced Training. When he has completed
his Advanced Training, he plans to go to
Okmulgee, SUIT to continue schooling to
become a mechanic. When I asked Matthew if he thought he could ever be a Drill
Sargent, he said, “Yes, because it would
be really easy for me to yell at people on a
daily basis.”

Solar Eclipse, An Astronomical
Phenomenon
Kallie Asher
Junior Staff Writer

Viewing the astronomical phenomenon known as a total solar eclipse is usually a rare and once in a lifetime opportunity. This year, 2017, we all had
the opportunity to view the phenomenon. This most recent eclipse was a
total eclipse that crossed the
entire continent of North
America. From Salem, Oregon
to Charleston, South Carolina,
the United States was excited
to see the first total crosscontinental solar eclipse in
ninety-nine years. A solar
eclipse is a celestial phenomenon in which the moon is in
just the right position to completely block sunlight for a few
minutes at a time over a path,
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known as the path of totality. Partial and total solar eclipses happen all over the Earth along small paths, most over the ocean where
many people cannot witness them. While some solar eclipses are hardly
rare, cross-continental total eclipses are so rare that many people will not
witness them in their lifetime. Scientists can predict when solar and lunar
eclipses will happen because the Earth and moon always move in predictable
ways along the same paths, it all just depends on how the Earth and Moon
are aligned at any given time. One of the most important items necessary to
enjoy a solar eclipse to its full potential it to purchase solar eclipse glasses
from a reputable retailer or make your own cardboard viewer
box. Whichever you choose, remember not to look up directly at the sun,
even 100% UV protection sunglasses are not dark enough to protect your
eyesight. Solar eclipse glasses are almost completely pitch-black, unlike
sunglasses. The only time it is safe to look directly at the sun is if you are
on the direct path of totality and the roughly two minute moment of totality
is occurring. Another important thing to remember about solar eclipse glasses is that they are only effective for three years. While solar eclipse glasses
can be a valuable keepsake or valuable for a scrapbook, everybody needs to
remember to not use them past their three year expiration. Everyone in the
United States had the opportunity to see at least a partial solar eclipse. While
Kansas, Oklahoma was not directly on the path of totality, everyone in town
could see about 93% totality from our backdoors. Several teachers allowed
their students to go outdoors and witness the great event. Mr. Starr made
sure he had enough solar eclipse glasses that all of his Physics and Chemistry students could watch it. The “Great American Eclipse” of 2017 was a
great opportunity for everyone to learn about astronomy and how the Earth
and moon move in relation to the sun. The next total solar eclipse visible in
the United States will occur through the western portions of Mexico, the
United States , and Canada on April 8th 2024. In just seven years, we will
all be able to witness the phenomenon another time.
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Mrs. Phillips, A New
Teacher
Mercedes Verbeck
Junior Staff Writer

This year at Kansas Middle School we, have a
new teacher named Mrs. Ann Phillips. She
teaches sixth and seventh grade language
arts. Mrs.
Philips is a
natural
when
it
comes to
teaching,
she is a
fifth generation teacher, but even
as a child
she knew
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she wanted
to grow up to be a teacher. This is Mrs. Philips
20th year teaching, she says her favorite thing
about Kansas Middle School is the friendliness of all the students and the extremely welcoming staff. When asked what she felt was
wrong in public education Mrs. Phillips
said, “I feel public education is undervalued
and underfunded in today’s society.” Mrs.
Phillips may love teaching but it’s not all fun
and games when it comes down to it. She says
that the scariest thing about teaching is actually addressing the parents of the students. As
mentioned earlier Mrs. Philips is the sixth and
seventh grade language arts teacher but she
has taught many other subjects such as, preschool, third grade and fourth grade, and even
Alternative education. Not only does she love
teaching, but Mrs. Phillips also enjoys time
spent
with
her
family,
traveling,
and quilting. We are very excited to have Mrs.
Phillips here with us at Kansas, and we look
forward to having a great year, and many more
to come.

Mrs. King Retires
Nicole Williams
Junior Staff Writer

One of Kansas Public Schools beloved teachers has decided to retire.
Mrs. Rita King has been teaching at Kansas for 17 years and over the
years Mrs. King has taught different subjects for different
grades. She says she loved working at Kansas and her ultimate goal
was to teach students. She said

“ We will all miss
you Mrs. Rita
King”
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"whatever the subject was, I wanted them to be able to apply it in high
school or everyday life." Mrs. King didn’t just enjoy teaching the
students but she also enjoyed working with the other teachers and
administration, she says, "being employed at Kansas has allowed me
to know many employees, past and present. I have made lifelong
friends here. The administration is great, you will always enjoy
working better when others are working along with you." Mrs. King
had taught at different schools before she came to Kansas and says
"I enjoyed all the other schools I worked at but Kansas is my home
now." Everyone was curious why Mrs. King decided to retire and she
says "I could have retired a few years back and honestly I still could
teach and feel good about it. I put a lot of thought as to when to retire. My health is good, and I’m on top of the game. I felt it was a
good time to begin a new chapter in my life and go out on my own
terms." Mrs. King says she has a variety of things she plans to do
now that she is retiring. She says she plans to "spend time with my
grandchildren, work on my farm, pick up on some hobbies that I
haven’t had time to do, travel has always been a passion that I’ve never had time to do so that will definitely be happening. Jesus has
played a vital part in my life, so church activities will also be important." Everybody I have talked to says they loved having Mrs.
King as a teacher, and are very sad she is leaving. She always did her
best to teach her students and help them in any way possible. We are
all very sad to see her go. Every student I have talked to says that
they loved her as a teacher and are all very sad to see her go. Mrs.
King was a excellent teacher and she will be missed by students,
teachers, and administration. We love you very much Mrs. King.
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Mrs. Clinton, New Kansas Teacher
Jager Pifer

Sophomore Staff Writer

There are many new staff members at Kansas Public
Schools this year, but maybe none more experienced than Mrs.
Patsy Clinton. She is a 45 year veteran of the teaching industry, and she has taught at several schools near Kansas including Oaks and Leach. When asked how these other area schools
compared to KPS she said,” Kansas compares very well with
other schools. The student body as a whole are respectful, and
the staff is very welcoming.” “I was attracted to Kansas because of glowing reports from teachers I
had previously worked
with,” said Mrs. Clinton. When asked about
how she likes teaching
at Kansas so far she
said,” I love teaching
at Kansas. The staff is
very
helpful
and
friendly, the building
is very bright and
clean.” Mrs. Clinton
photo by Jager Pifer has many other interests
outside of the classroom, such as “reading, working with
crossword and jigsaw puzzles, and working outside.” When
asked about her expectations for this upcoming school year
she said, “The school year is going to be fantastic! I decided
when I started teaching that if I couldn’t have fun doing something I wouldn’t do it. My philosophy has worked out perfectly. I enjoy every day!” There are many different teachers at
Kansas Public Schools but we are always blessed to have new
ones, such as Mrs. Clinton, who are truly dedicated to teaching
students and impacting the lives of others.

Coach Dushane, New Head
Football Coach
Kassidy Golden
Junior Staff Writer

Coach Dushane was hired at Kansas Schools
three years ago and during those three years he
was an assistant coach and offensive coordinator for the high school football team. As of June
1, 2017, he was hired as the KHS football head
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coach. Coach Dushane said, “I’m very excited
about being head coach.” Coach said that his
goals for this year’s team is to be able to get over
that plateau and, to be able to play together and
win as a team. He also said, “We’re close to accomplishing those goals and we seem to be working more as a team and not as individuals.” We
are very excited to have Coach Dushane as our
new head football coach and looking forward to a
great season this year.
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Trophy Hunting, Sport or Crime?

Tragedy in Las Vegas
Kassidy Golden
Junior Staff Writer

Joy Malone
Junior Staff Writer

For thousands of years people have hunted and killed animals.
At that time, animals were used for food, clothing, tools and
much
more.
However, animals were also hunted
for sport. When hunting like
this occurs, it is known as
trophy hunting. There are two
types of trophy hunting, ethical Trophy Hunting
and canned Trophy Hunting.
Ethical hunting requires actual skill and stealth, whereas with canned hunting, all
you have to is aim and pull a trigger. In my opinion trophy
hunting is a cruel sport just meant for killing. If a person is
hunting for the sake of food, be my guest, but when the only
goal is a mount or some antlers, then what is the
point. Since trophy hunting is such a popular sport, some animal species are dwindling in number. Animals like elephants,
tigers, and rhinos are being hunted down and killed for their
skins, horns, teeth, and claws. Why would someone want to kill
such majestic creatures instead of observing them in their natural habitat? I would take seeing them alive rather than looking
into the plastic eyes of a stuffed carcass. Although not all of the
killings are caused by trophy hunting, this issue is still a threat
to animal populations and needs to be monitored constantly to
keep them from going extinct.

Our thoughts and prayers go out to all the victims and families involved in the tragedy on October 1. This is a horrific tragedy and a terrible
loss for so many. Stephen Paddock opened fire
at Jason Aldean’s concert from his hotel window Mandalay Bay on the 32nd floor, which
was right next the Route 91 Harvest Festival
where Aldean’s concert was held. At least 58
people were found dead and more than 500 people were injured by the mass shooting by Paddock. There was more than 22,000 people
there when Paddock started shooting most people mistook the noise for fireworks instead of
gunshots. This shooting by Stephen Paddock is
the worst mass shooting in modern U.S. history.
Many prayers are going out to the families of
this sorrowful event.

The History of Halloween
Mercedes Verbeck
Junior Staff Writer

When people think of Halloween they most commonly think of free candy and dressing up as literally anything they
can think of, from creepy zombies to little minions. Halloween, also known as Hallows Eve, can be traced back
about 2000 years ago to a pre-Christian Celtic festival held around Nov. 1 called Samhain. Which means
“summers end” Some people had a belief that Halloween was originally known as a day for the spirits of the dead to
cross over into the living world, but others believe Halloween provides a safe way to play with the concept of
death. The fear of Halloween is called Samhain phobia Halloween has had various nicknames throughout the ages: All Hallows’ Eve, Witches Night, Lamswool, Snap-Apple Night, Samhain and Summer’s End, but both Salem,
MA and Anoka, MN., are the self-proclaimed Halloween capitals of the world. Halloween is a fun time for all
friends and family, but don’t forget to stay safe, always check your candy to ensure it is safe to eat, and have a great
time!
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What is Competition
Cheerleading?
Nicole Williams
Junior Staff Writer

Competition cheerleading can be a
very intense sport. There are many
people out there who say cheerleading
isn’t a sport at all but they haven’t
seen all the things that go into preparing for this one performance. These
girls get one minute to prove to the
judges that they are the best; one mistake
could
cost
you
the entire competition. There are
schools from Oklahoma City to
Tahlequah that come to compete, each
squad is placed in a category that coincides with their school ranking. Next
year the Kansas Varsity Cheerleaders
will be preparing all summer
to compete at the Game Day Competition in Moore, Oklahoma. These girls
will be practicing every day of the
week to perfect their stunts, kicks,
jumps, and moves. The Kansas cheerleaders will start lifting weights, running, workouts, and stretches at home
and the gym to improve their team to
be the best they can be. The cheerleaders haven’t competed since 2013
so this will be a new experience for
every girl on the team this upcoming
year. To prepare for the Game Day
Competition the girls will be going to
Tulsa for a weeklong camp next summer. This year’s Junior cheerleaders
went and watched the competition to
see what they should expect for next
year, they all are very excited and
ready to start preparing for the competition.

Red Ribbon Week, Fight Against Drugs
Jordan Squire
Senior Staff Writer

Red Ribbon Week is usually something we look forward to. It can easily
make school a little more fun whether you enjoy school or not. Getting to
dress up and seeing everyone going along with the fun themes in costume,
much like we do during homecoming week. Despite all the enjoyment of red
ribbon week, it’s still very important that it’s taken seriously at the same
time. Originally, it was started to raise awareness for the deaths caused
by drugs as a leading influence. Redribbon.org states ”In response to the
murder of DEA Agent Enrique Camarena, angered parents and youth in
communities across the country began wearing Red Ribbons as a symbol of
their commitment to raise awareness of the killing and destruction cause by
drugs in America.” Also known as “Kiki”, the agent was kidnapped, tortured, and brutally murdered in 1985. Agent Camarena had been working
undercover in Guadalajara, Mexico for over four years when the incident
happened. It is strongly encouraged that everyone participates in red ribbon
week to emphasize the dangers of illegal drug use. This year Red Ribbon
week falls on the 23rd through the 27th of October. The themes this year are
“Peace Out to Drugs” (dress Like a hippie) on Monday, Tuesday is “Lei
off the Drugs” (wear Hawaiian attire), on Wednesday the theme is “Too
Smart to Start” (dress like a nerd), “Team Up Against Drugs” is on Thursday
(wear your favorite team attire; OU, OSU, etc.), and last, but not
least, Friday is “Better Red Than Dead” (wear red). We hope to see you all
standing up against drugs and raising awareness in costume or sporting a red
ribbon! Remember kids, drug use is life abuse.
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Thanksgiving, A
Long-Lived
Celebration
Yeng Lee
Junior Staff Writer

Did you know that Thanksgiving was
supposable to be on the first Thursday
of November? Until president Abraham Lincoln changed it to the last
Thursday
to
be
recognized
as Thanksgiving in 1863. It’s been a
celebrations for about four centuries
now ever since 1621. It is also a holiday that is surrounded by three “F”
words which are Family, feasting, and
football. Thanksgiving is a day where
you can just have fun and stuff your
face with turkey and other kinds of
food. It all started with a small ship
called the mayflower that left Plymouth, England, carrying 102 passengers
that crossed the sea to find new
land. When they arrived they suffered
the first brutal winter where half of the
colonist died. Only the other half of
the original passengers lived to see a
New England Spring. When they
moved ashore, they had an astonishing
visit from an Abenaki Indian who
greeted them in English.
The
Abenaki and another tribe, called the
Pawtuxet tribe taught them how to cultivate corn, extract sap from maple
trees, catch fish in the rivers and avoid
poisonous plants. This lead to the Pilgrims’
first
corn
harvest.
It
proved successful in November
1621. Governor William Bradford organized a feast and invited the Native
American allies, including the Wampanoag Chief Massasoit for the first
“Thanksgiving”. Although they didn’t
call it “Thanksgiving”, it lasted for
three days. This is a celebration where
you can just have fun and no one can
say anything at all.

An Inside View of the Comet
Football Team
Jager Pifer
Sophomore Staff Writer

We are midway through the 2017 Comet football season. Despite our current record of 1-4, we as a team are better than we were last season. Our
record can be quite misleading considering that three of our losses were
one or two plays away from shifting the momentum in our favor and possibly winning. The players are starting to come together as a family and
starting to battle more for each other. Another major improvement from
last year is our school support with the installment of the student section,
we as players notice your effort and are proud to have fellow student encouragement. Along with this we have major individual improvements on
both our offense and defense. With most of our current starters being juniors and sophomores the future of Comet football is bright and our team
will keep improving as the days and weeks go on. We will keep fighting to
get more wins for our community.
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A Poem
Friends and laughter on hay
ride adventures,
Spooky trails and light hearted thrills.
Toasted marshmallows in the
chilly night
& hot cocoa with friends,
It all feels right.
Touchdowns and cheers
On Friday evening.
Watch parties get real
Until everyone’s leaving.
Colors of orange, red, and yellow all around us.
There’s no time like autumn,
And the leaves that fall abound.
The sticky pumpkin insides
Lay out on the table,
While Halloween movies play

Halloween Horoscopes
Nicole Williams
Junior Staff Writer

Capricorn Dec 22- Jan 20
You will be excited to start the new year and start a new chapter in your life.
Aquarius Jan 21 – Feb 19
Change is going to happen. You may not be excited for it at first but you will
learn that it’s a good thing.
Pisces Feb 20 – Mar 20
You will get out of your comfort zone and try something new.
Aries Mar 21 – Apr 19
School is coming to an end and you and your friends are ready to take trips
and explore the world
Taurus Apr 20 – May 20
Stop being shy and tell people what you really think.
Gemini May 21 – Jun 21
Don’t get caught up in life and forget to stop and smell the roses. Life goes by
way to fast to worry all the time
Cancer Jun 22 – Jul 23
Dress up in red, white, and blue and enjoy the holiday. Spend time with
friends and family!
Leo Jul 24 – Aug 23
Summer is coming to an end but don’t be scared to have fun before you start
school!
Virgo Aug 24 – Sept 22
You will find yourself trying new things this year! Enjoy the football season
and have fun
Libra September 22 – October 21
You will find yourself seeing red balloons every where. Beware of your surroundings.
Scorpio Oct 23 – Nov 22
This month will be full of blessings! New beginnings and forgetting all the

Another Poem
The crisp morning air; quiet and still.
The aroma of coffee begins to warm the room.
Sun rays, pink and orange, beam through the opening of the curtains.
Blissful silence.
Little feet hit the floor,
Fuzzy blankets catch the door.
Cozy pj’s by the fireplace,
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Halloween Playlist

“Ghostbusters” by Fall
Out Boy

Q: What weighs more a pound of bricks or a pounds of feathers?
Q: What has 13 hearts, but no other organs?
Q: What never asks questions but is often answered
Q: I always follow my brother but you cannot see me, only him. You cannot hear him but
you can hear me. What are we?
Q: If you locked in a car how do you get out?
Q If you have 13 puppies all but 8 died how
many is left?

Answers:
They both weigh a pound, deck of cards, doorbell, thunder and lightning, just unlock it and

“Thriller” by Michael
Jackson

Riddles

“This is Halloween”
from The Nightmare Before Christmas

More Riddles
Poor people have it, Rich people need it.

“Monster Mash” by
Bobby Pickett
“I Put A Spell On You”
by Nina Simone
“Time Warp” by Patricia
Quinn, Richard O’Brien,
and Little Nell
“The Addams Family
Theme” from the TV
Show The Addams
Family
“Superstition” by Stevie
Wonder
“Don’t Fear the Reaper”
by Blue Oyster Cult
“I Want Candy” by

If you eat it you die. What is it?
Answer- Nothing
I’m tall when I’m young and short when I’m old. What am I?
Answer- A candle
What’s in seasons, seconds, centuries and minutes but not in decades, years, or
days?
Answer- the letter N
The land is white the seed is black it’ll take a good scholar to riddle me that. What is
it?
Answer- A book
What’s at the end of a rainbow?
Answer- The letter W
What belongs to you but others use it more than you do?
Answer- Your name
What is black when you buy it, red when you use it, and grey when you throw it
away?
Answer- Charcoal
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Can you find your
way through these
mazes?
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Artists of Comet Nation

By Mckenzie Teel

By Jordan Squire

Samuel McKie, Katlyn Byrum, Gregory Campbell, Caden Reese, Daylan Wolfram, Molly Thrap, Jose Castro, William Green, Thomas Lee,
Johnathan Sandoval, Tyrel Jackson, Isabel Kelly

Can you guess?
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Beejay Lee, Mason Carnes, Brianna Holland, Olivia Williams, CJ Hooper, Shawn Alarcon, Ayden Jones, Kobe Green, Tucker
Phillips, Jacob Jones, Madison Bird

Can you guess?
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